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JESSICA C. CURLEY

Staff Writer

"I love the fellowship with
all the men, praising the Lord
and sharing the time with my
boys," commented Gary Cooksey from Waterford, CA about
the recent Promise Keepers
event that took place in Stagg
Memorial Stadium. Between 35
and 40,000 men filled up Pacif
ic's stadium for the two-day
event last Friday and Saturday,
Sept. 10-11. Most of the men
came to the event for the same
reasons as Cooksey: to praise
their Lord,share time with oth
er men, to be uplifted and to go
back home with a new outlook
on their marriages, their rela
tionships with God and how
they father their children.
Bill McCartney, Promise
Keepers' founder, first thought
of the idea of having thousands
of men coming together for the
purpose of Christian discipleship in 1990. In July 1991,4,200
men gathered for the first
Promise Keepers conference at
the University of Colorado bas
ketball
arena. Since
then, more
KtrlUdll cUciia.
LV_C uitn,

ALEX ZAMANSKY

News Editor
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Southwest's age is creating problems
KRISTEN HUTMACHER

Senior Staff Writer

Most students at UOP
have heard about the mov
ing of faculty offices into
Southwest Hall and the
moving out of many of its
former residents to other
housing
facilties or offcampus.
However, Southwest itself
is creating some problems.
The fact that the building is
approximately 70 years old
is protesting the attempts of
the planned renovations.
These renovations are part
of the forming of the Pacific
Humanities Center. Accord
ing to Robert Benedetti, dean
of the College of the Pacific,

the concept was to create an
environment in which hu
manities students can live
and work in close proximity
to their professors.
For right now, though, the
English and Philosophy
departments are scheduled
to move in Southwest as
soon as renovations are com
plete enough to allow pro
fessors to relocate.
Patrick Cavanaugh, vice
president for Business and
Finance, said that faculty are
being consulted to see what
they want and what of that
can be done for their new
offices. "We want to make
sure it's done right."
The ultimate plan is to
split Southwest so that fac-

The twenty students that
were assigned to live in the
Cowelt Health Center have
now moved into residence I
halls on campus.
The students moved be
fore the Labor Day weekj end into various residence I
I halls such as Grace Covell, I
Jackson, Carter House,
I Jessie Ballantyne and Ritter. I
I
To provide for the stu
dents, the infirmary was
moved from the third floor
I to the second floor of the I
building. The students
I lived upstairs on the third j
I floor.
"We set up the infirmary
I on t h e second floor just a s I
we had it previously on the
I third floor," explained NanI cy Schlemmer, administra| tive director for the Health
Center. "Yes, there were
students living here, but we
I still maintained the same 24 I
I hour service we always I
did." Schlemmer also men
tioned that having the stuI dents living there was a J
pleasant experience and
"one that [she] enjoyed."
"We made the move as
I quickly as possible," comj mented Kerry Kreuger-J
I Devine, assistant director of 1
Residential Life and Hous
ing. "Physical Plant was
asked to help and this really
I made things go more
smoothly," Kreuger-Devine
lo I added.
it
The students that lived in
1 the Cowell Health Center |
I* had mixed feelings about
I living there.
Sue Yang, a freshman
I majoring in pre-pharmacy,
• I stated while at first it was
> I inconvenient to be so far
See Housing, page 1
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Rm for rent: room wf view, Nantuckett
Village Condos on lake off Hammer, bdrm
priv bath, garage & all amenities for $305
& 1/2 util. Call Alex w(925) 606-2332

The family of Sacramento restauranteur Sam Gordon presented a check for $100,000 to Dean Gerald Caplan on July 28
at a reception in the Gordon D. Schaber Law Library. Gordon
died last September at the age of 91. He had designated McGeorge School of Law, University of the Parific, as a $100,000
benficiary in his will. As per his wishes, the "Sam Gordon
Endowment Fund" will provide scholarships for needy and
deserving students.

IGuarantyBankI

Automobile: 1988 Silver Mazda Rx7 50,000
actual miles like new $4700 477-5122

[A Temple-lniaixl fiitantitl Services Company!

"

Housing

I felt too separated from the
campus." Ergenbright now
lives in Jessie Ballantyne.
from campus, she "made a lot
With the unusually high
of friends and the environ number of students living on
ment was a lot nicer." She campus this Fall semester,
also added that "if [she] could both Ritter House and Eislen
go back to live there, she were reopened and filled to
would."
capacity.
Megan Ergenbright, a
"There are really no empty
transfer junior majoring in rooms on campus anywhere,"
music therapy, disliked the said Kreuger-Devine. "We
idea of living in the Cowell were planning on filling Ritter
Health Center.
and we were projecting to fill
"I would not move back," Eislen within two years. We
she said. "There was a lot of just didn't anticipate what
close friendship bonding, but would happen."

Continuecfirom page 1

GuarantyBank, the c o r n e r s t o n e of T e m p l e - f n l a n d
Financial S e r v i c e s , i s c u r r e n t l y e x p e r i e n c i n g a n
exciting period of growth.

Capacity for Ritter House
is 53, while Eislen holds a total
of 83. Both were not open last
semester. Housing this year,
however, is full.

If you are a
considering a
invite y o u t o
in^BaHas'*Td S

Correction
correct title is
Assistant Vice
President
Marketing and
University
Relations.

f i n a n c e or a c c o u n t i n
major
career in commercial ten i n g , we
explore t h e exceptional career
^ u a r a n ^ s corporate headquarters

Register with t h e UOP Office of C a r e e r S e r v i c e s f o r

on-campus interviews on Monday, October 4.

MEMBER

FDIC

1

Opportunity
bmpUtfer

For information about
career opportunities
witb GuarantyBank
please contact us at:

© 1999 Guaranty Federal Bank, F.S.B.

GuarantyBank
8333 Douglas Avenue
Suite 700
Dallas, TX 75225
800/999-1726 ext. 192'
214/360-1678 FAX
E-mail: cotlegerecruitir
(ffigfbank.com
http://www.gfbank .co rr

Plan today for your successful career of tomorrow
Career Fair September 23,1999
Hand Hall Lawn 12:00-4:00pm
Businesses Attending:
Academy of Art College
ACT 1
Adaptec, Inc.
ADP
Alcatel, USA
Anderson Consulting
Anritsu Company
Aramark
Bank of America
Barclays Global Investors
Burnett, Umphress & Co., LLP
CA Franchise Tax Board
Caesars
California Bureau of State Audits
Caltrans
Caltrans
CCI/Triad
Children's Home of Stockton

(
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Gordon leaves $100,000 for student scholarships

Babysitter needed for adorable twin
babies in Tracy, lday/wk, occassionally
more, hours flexible, $8/hour
lunch included!
.. & zi?

Sherwood Mall Marketing Internship
15 hrs/week paid flexible hrs. M-F 8-5
All majors welcome
WW:
Sherwood Mall-Holiday Job Fair
10am-6:30pm call for more information
952-6277

PACjPir

News from UOP's Law School

Classifieds
Room for rent in Ripon
$350/mth and utilities
(209)599-5919

THE

City of Stockton
Comerica Bank California
CSKAuto (Kragen3)
CutverGroup
Doctor's Medical Center
Donner Ski Ranch
Eli Lilly and Company
Empire Equipment
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Excel Communications
Express Personnel
Franklin Templeton
Glaxo Wellcome, Inc.
Herk Corporation
Herk Equipment Rental Corp.
Human Services Agency
Japan Exchange & Teaching Program
John Hancock Mutual Life
Kaiser Permanente

Lawrence Livermore Nat. Laboratory
Life Chiropractic College West
Los Angeles College of Chiropractic
Macy's
Manpower
Miss San Joaquin County Proqram
MONY Group
Nolwest Financial
Pac-West Telecomm
Peace Corps
Pridestaff
Prudential Securities
Raytheon Company
Resource Phoenix.Com
Rite Aid
San Joaquin Country Probation
San Joaquin County Public Library
San Joaquin County Sheriff's Office
San Jose Police Department

Scholastic Recruits
Solectron Corporation
State Farm Insurance
State Water Resources Control Bd.
Stockton Shelter for the Homeless
Target
Toyota Town
U.S. Marine Corps
U.S. Navy Technical Programs
United Cerebral Palsy
United Parcel Service
United States Air Force
UOP Graduate School
UOP MBA Program
Walgreens
Wells Fargo Bank

Sponsored by:
Career and Internship Center
Division of Student Life

ALL Online Orders
are 30% ell ol
retail prices!!!

Your Online Source lor Beauty Products

www.sirgauuan.com

Yahoo! Keyword: Sir Hair

^

<is^^RgzZ-FREE~

PRODUCT LINE

For into on ordering name brand products through toe
Sir Gauuan website, please send an e-mail to
into@sirgauuan.com

visit our

CI
Qt Swcftji IliMb extracts
J Gifigfe teal extracts
d
A ancl F

• Vbiti«§dexr-4 tn£reasi"s |alc\ diameter
CI Vita-matte sitppiemettts - promote hmlf grtnvth

COLLEGE SQUARE

9574244

LINCOLN CENTER

473-3375

MIRACLE.MILE

948-5560
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UOP's class of 2003 is the largest in a long tirty
JESSICA C. CURLEY

Staff Writer

The University of the Pa
cific's class of 2003, the fresh
man class this year, is one of
the biggest in a long time.
There are 751 freshmen
enrolled at UOP as of Friday,
September 10,1999. Howev
er, this number may change
once the final add/drop day
passes.
Before school started,
there were 768 freshmen
confirmed to come, but As
sociate Provost Thomas Rajala said that it is not an un
usual thing for that number
to drop once the school year
actually begins. Reasons as
to why this is so range from
amount of finacial aid given
to classes taken by the new
student attending.
Last year's freshman class
only had 642 students, so
there has been a significant
increase in numbers as many
have seen.
In fact, Rajala said that this
is the largest freshman class
in about 15 years at UOP and
it could be the largest class in
history.
Some may wonder why
this year's freshman class is
so much larger than in past

years.
Rajala said, "There was a
slight growth in the applica
ble pool as there were 3,801
applicants this year and
2,766 last year and for a
number of reasons that we
are still working on, Pacific
became a more popular
choice. We're being per
ceived differently and we
kind of like that. It's good
news for the institution."
There are 24 different
states represented in the
freshman class. There are
also as many as 16 different
countries represented.
California is the state
where most of this freshman
class hail from. Hawaii,
Oregon, Washington and
Colorado all follow respec
tively.
The top three countries,
besides the United States,
that freshman students have
come from are Kuwait,
Taiwan and Hong Kong.
Other interesting facts
about this year's freshman
class include an average
GPA of 3.41, an average
S.A.T. score of 1109 and 98
freshmen students are a part
of the University of the
Pacific's honors program.
According to the Office of

New music professor
hired at Conservatory
LAUREN ZIMMERMAN

joyed singing and acting all
throughout his life. However,
he has also helped out in di
Professor Jim Haffner is the recting various productions
newest asset to the faculty as well.
team of the Conservatory
He helped to produce the
here at UOP.
play "Wasps," with actor
Haffner studied at Baldwin Steve Martin.
Wallace University in Cleve
Haffner also helped pro
land, Ohio. There he recieved duce the opera, "1919," which
his bachelor's degree in the was at the time, directed by
ater. He then received a full the Chicago Black Sox Opera.
grant to study with the Ger
At UOP, Haffner is the new
man Opera, "Komishe Ope' director of Opera Production
Conce."
for the Conservatory of Mu
Haffner has studied with sic.
the well-known German vo
Teaching is not new to
calist Harry Kepefr. It was in Haffner as he has taught at
Germany that he made his de the University of Cincinnati,
but in "A Bright Room Called Miami University-Oxford,
Day."
Webster University, and the
Haffner says he has en University of Kentucky.
Staff Writer

UOP's activities fair proves to be a great way for new students to learn about campus clubs,
Admissions, all of these And they have a great school came here to go to schoi
numbers are nearly identical of education," said Jessica "because it's sunny an
to last year's class.
Brewster, who is from Salem, warm down here." She al<
Three freshmen answered Oregon.
added that there is a "goo
the question, "Why did you
Lindsay Garland, from swim team, good athletic
choose UOP?" and their re Sacramento, California, an and good academics."
sponses were as follows:
swered, "To be perfectly
As more informatio
"Because it's close enough honest, they gave me the about the freshman classbf
that I can go home for holi most money."
comes available, more \vi
days, but it's far enough
Aaron Hayworth, from Al be reported to the studei
away that it's out of state. bany, Oregon, replied she body.

Have an event
you want to see
covered by a
Pacifican
reporter? Is
there a
controversial
issue that is
bothering you?
Do you have
any suggestions
to make for the
content you see
in
The Pacifican?
If so, call The
Pacifican at
946-2115.

STOCKTON CIVIC THEATRE

Directed By )ofm ntd&am

September 10-25,199$
U5F < UMH : Ft

Ml VKfM'jf Vfc«

FUN FOK EVEftYQNE!

2 for the price of 1
with UOP id card

For Tickets Call 473-24A
STOCKTON CMC THEATRE

S T O P PAYING H I G H P R I C E S • S T O P P A Y I N G H I G H P R I C E S

UOP Student Discounts!
rnii
«
Metal Frame

'149"
Solid Oak Custom Futon Soli
6" Upgraded Futon Pad

*249—

•Furnishings By Halls

209-4050004

Pacific Ave on the Miracle Mile Mon-fn ia-7- Sai 11?«i g - S p m ,

STOP PAYING HIGH PRICES • STOP PAYING HIGH PRICES
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Conflict of interest forces resignation in Greek Council
DAMION MARTIN

Staff Writer

Controversy controlled the
most recent Greek Council
meeting at Pacific. The con
troversy surrounded the issue
of the newly elected President
of Kappa Alpha Theta, Meg
Wynstra. Wynstra is also
serving on the executive
board of Greek Council as
Vice President for Women's
Rush.
Members of other sororities
on campus voiced their con
cerns that Wynstra would not
be able to disaffiliate herself
from either role to concentrate
on the other one. Discussion
was raised at Greek Council
that this could result in the
passing of confidential infor
mation from one position to
the other possibly causing an
unfair advantage in women's
rush number totals for Kap
pa Alpha Theta.
The inherent conflict of in
terest was addressed because

•i
/_ n -J j.
r
there is no rule stating that men's President of Greek
someone in such a powerful Council. "It is designed to
position in their organization protect students from what I
cannot be in charge of the en call time committment over
tire women's rush program. load."
Greek Council member
However, there is no way for
the Vice President of Rush to Melissa Schilling drafted a
proposal to
obtain any con
It just hurts to have remedy this
fidential infor
mation about
my integrity put on conflict of
in
the rushees. All
the stand. I am ex interest
the future.
confidential in
formation
is cited to devote all my However, it
handled by the
time to Theta and was voted
down, "due
Rush Adminis
appreciate
all
of
the
to lack of at
trator,
Rick
tendance,"
support
I
receieved
Morat, and nev
er enters the from the fraternal or according to
Schilling. "I
hands of any
ganizations.
feel that this
Greek Council
process
member. This
would proincludes either
-Meg Wynstra
tect
the
men's
or
Greek
com
women's Vice
munity, as a whole, from an
President of Rush.
"The only noted conflict of overload of influence. It is not
interest states that presidents an attack on Theta, just a pro
of chapters may not be presi tective measure. I would
dent of the Greek Council," have submitted it even if it
explained Jorge Barriere, was our president in the same

presenting to modern and
standard
renovations
Continued from page 1
planned out.
Cavanaugh said that there
For example, professors
Courtney Lehman and Ken are "special challenges" in
Albala are teaching Renais regard to Southwest.
He explained that in order
sance Literature and Tudor
and Stuart England in con to create "a reasonably com
fortable, professional setting
junction.
Students taking both for our faculty," HVAC
classes learn different as would have to be installed.
Simply put, Southwest
pects of this period in time—
both the history and the lit would have central air, cre
erature of England during ating an air conditioning
system and this would also
this era.
create forced
The faculty
air heating,
One way or
committee
replacing the
working with
another;
existing
the center re
Southwest will
dilapidated ra
cently applied
diators and air
for and won a
play a role."
conditioning
$25,000 grant
from
the
- Dean Benedetti units.
The build
National
ing, interest
Endowment
Humanities to ingly enough, was never
for the
help plan programs for the even set up for this.
In fact, according to Dean
Humanities Center.
However, an "architectur Benedetti, Southwest was
al manifestation," as Dean never built to be anything
Benedetti put it, hasn't been but a residence hall. There
fore, a lot of changes have to
determined yet.
Put into simpler terms, the be made to the building.
"Renovation is becoming
program has not officially
found a home yet. This is, in a little more difficult than ex
part, because of the structur pected," Benedetti admitted.
al difficulties Southwest is "We will be bringing the fac-

position."
Katie Hall, a representative
from Delta Delta Delta, felt
that "holding multiple offices
can create a conflict of inter
est, and should be explored
further by Greek Council.
Meg Wynstra has shown a lot
of leadership abililty and Tri
Delt wishes her the best of
luck with her new position at
Theta."
As for the rest of the Greek
organizations that were ques
tioned, the feeling was one of
disappointment.
"Alpha Phi was sad to see
her go," stated Stacey Hagen,
president of Alpha Phi. "She
was very qualified and capa
ble of performing both jobs."
The Vice-President of
Men's Rush, Aaron Fiddelke,
of Phi Delta Theta, was frus
trated by the push for Wynstra's resignation. "Meg is
better than most VP Rush's
that I have seen. She has al
ways been very unbiased and
she really deserved the job. It

ic
tn see
SPP this ha
is rp»al1v
really bad to
hap
pen to such a good person."
When asked, Wynstra ex
pressed that she was "really
sad and disheartened to leave
her position on the Council."
She added that she "has put
a lot of hard work into the po
sition, including conferences
and an internship."
Wynstra did add that "it
was in the best interest of
Greek Council for me to with
draw from office before the
problem escalated too much.
It just hurts to have my in
tegrity put on the stand. I am
excited to devote all my time
to Theta and appreciate all of
the support I receieved from
the fraternal organizations.
They all seemed to be in my
corner."
Currently, there are four
openings for the executive
board for Greek Council:
Men's and Women's Vice
President for Public Relations,
Women's Vice President for
Rush, and Risk Management.

Southwest

Structural problems in South/West are causing delays in the renovations piannea.
ulty and humanities students together," he added,
but spaces in which to house
these programs are still up in

the air. "One way or another, Southwest will play a
role."
Planned renovations for

Southwest are moving along
and as more information
becomes available, students
will be informed.
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Promise Keepers _

taken place, but there are still
five
yet to come. The last one of
Continued from page 1
the year, in Phoenix, AZ is on
day to serve the Lord, as this
Oct. 22-23.
was the theme of the confer
Besides the 35 to 40,000 men
ences this year; being a godly
that attended Promise Keepers
family in an ungodly culture,
this year, there were also about
the disciplines of a man who
2,000
volunteers, both men and
chooses Christ, becoming the
women inside and outside the
spiritual leader of your home,
stadium. Irma De Las Nieves,
becoming a champion for unity
a volunteer coordinator from
and understanding the times.
Stockton, said she heard about
The underlying theme of the
Promise Keepersconferences is the event from the radio station
KYCC and she heard that they
always how to be a better fa
needed volunteers, "so I joined
ther, husband and leader of the
up." She said, "It's been a bless
household and the church
ing and it has really been awe
Coach McCartney, as many
some tosee so many peopleget
of the men who have been to a
together worshiping God re
Promise Keepers event call
gardless of denomination. It's
him, was one of eight speakers
been fun and I'd do it again."
who spoke to the 35,000 plus
As a volunteer coordinator, De
men in UOP's stadium last
Las Nieves oversaw the volun
weekend. The other seven men
teers and checked all 2,000 of
were Joseph Garlington, senior
them in. Most of the volunteers
pastor of a church in Pittsburgh
came from the Stockton area,
and leader of Reconciliation!
but there were also many that Members of the Promise Keepers walk about campus to attend functions and activitie
Ministries International; Raul
came from out of town to serve at 7.30 p.m. The panelists in- but he feels that many young how any one group, orgai
Ries, pastor of a church in Dia
at an event that desperately eluded Rev.Jim Dunn, Pastor of men don't have that these days
mond Bar, CA and author of
tion or person sees Pron
needed help in many different First Baptist Church, Stockton; and he thinks that going to an
two books; John Maxwell,
Keepers and the con fere
ways to get everything accom Dr. Paul Fogle, Professor of event like Promise Keepers
founder of INJOY, Inc.; Bruce
they had last weekend, ab
plished.
Speech-Language Pathology, gives young men something to 35,000 men came, listen
Fong, president of Michigan
Another woman volunteer, UOP; Bonnie Mansfield, past aspire to.
Theological Seminary in Ply
prayed, sang and wept ;
Marie
Lopez-Rosaz, also from president of the San Joaquin
Jennifer Leighton, a senior at then left our little tity of Stc
mouth, Mich.; George An
drews, Branch Manager and Stockton, said, "It's all about County Commission on theSta UOP, said, "I think Promise ton changed men, read}
principal of Ronald Blue & Co., bringing Christ toeveryone. It's tus of Women, and member of Keepers is a really good thing. serve their God to the bes
totally awesome. You go over the Executive Board of the Cal I have mixed feelings because their ability.
a fee-only financial planning
into
that stadium when all the ifornia Association of Commis I'm a woman, but how it bene
firm; Dennis Rainey, die execu
men are singing and you feel sions on the Status of Women fits the community is really
tive director and co-founder of
the vibrations. It's totally awe and Dr. Newton, who was also great as well ashow it's going to
FamilyLife and Ray Vialpando,
H O L I D A V
some."
at the Symposium.
affect Stockton. It was a little
Global Director of Reconcilia
C I N E M A
Students, professors and fac
Two students who were at overwhelming having so many
6262 West Lane
955-5680
tion for Promise Keepers. The
Bargain Matinees in ( )
Katinas, an R&B pop group ulty at Pacifichave been talking the roundtable discussion com men walking through our cam
Advance Ticket Sales
about this event coming for mented about what they pus, but overall I think it was a
Available at the Box Office
was also at Promise Keepers
weeks now. There have been thought about having Promise good thing."
and were the musical perform
Blue Streak - R ** No Passes
Daily: (2:15,2:45.4:45.5:15) 7:15.
There are also those who
ers for the weekend. The group many different comments and Keepers at their school. Daniel
7:45.9:50,10:10
is composed of five brothers, suggestions as to what some Ainslie, sophomore, said, "I be don't look at Promise Keepers
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:45, 12:15)
who grew up in an American may think of the Promise Keep lieve the event was a positive and the things they believe are
Stigmata
- R ** No Passes **
ers and what they believe. To event for the male students such a good thing. On Saturday
Samoa, where their father,
Daily: (2:00,2:45.4:25,5:05) 7:00,
explain and discuss these feel who came. It gave us positive there was a group of about 25
7:40,9:35,10:05
Moses Katina, still pastors.
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:35, 12:05)
They formed their music group ings, there were two events role models to look up to, since American Atheists members
held in Morris Chapel this last thee are not a lot of people for from the Bay Area, Sacramento
in 1977.
Chill Factor - R
week.
us to follow these days." Ainslie and Lake Shasta, and one
Daily: (2:35) 7:10
One of the many men who
The first was a symposium comes from a Christian home woman from Portland, Ore.
attended Promise Keepers in
Outside Providence - R
Daily: (4:50) 9:40
Stockton, Jim Prange, who on Tuesday, Sept. 7 at 7:30 p.m. and was raised by a father who gathered at Pershing and
Early Show Fri-Sun: (I 1:50)
came from Sacramento said Panelists included Dr. Billy loved him and cared about him, Alpine avenues. No matter
that he has been coming to Hawkins, Professor of Sport
The 13th Warrior - R
Daily: (2:30,4:55) 7:35
Promise Keeper stadium events Studies, University of Georgia;
Early Shows Fri-Sun: (12:00)
Dr.
Judith
Newton,
Professor
of
for five years and his favorite
Gender Studies, UC Davis and
Mickey Blue Eyes - PG13|
part is "fellowship with fellow
Dr. Brett Webb-Mitchell, Pro
Daily: (4:35) 9:45
]Su
PACIFIC AVE BOWL
Christians and the music."
Early Show Fri-Sun: (I 1:30)
Christian
Nurture,
fessor
of
This year there were 15 dif
iJISSSd
5939 Pacific Ave.
Bowfinger - PG 13
ferent Promise Keepers confer Duke University Divinity
Daily: (2:05) 7:05
School.
These
panelists
ana
ences all over the country rang
lyzed and provided their per
Runaway
Bride - PG
ing from here in Stockton, to
Daily: (1:50,4:30) 7:20, 10:00
spective on the Promise Keep
Memphis, TN to Philadelphia,
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:20)
ers movement. The second
PA to Charlotte, NC Many of
Blair
Witch Project - R
event was a roundtable discus
the conferences have already
Daily: 9:55 p.m. only
V]y ~ L " / /
sion on Sunday, Sept. 12, also
Friday-Thursday 9/17-9/23

EVERY FRIPAY NIGHT f
FROM 10PM TO 1AM ''
M100 PER PERSON i
477-0267
J

r
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UOP's potholes have an asphalt problem
Have you ever noticed that
driving on some of UOP's
roads requires nothing less
than a four wheel drive? It
seems that some of the roads
on campus are best ignored
and not used, for if you do use
them it is likely that most but
not all of your car will make it
through the disaster.
So what can mere students
do about this problem? Well,
if you have ever had and paid
a parking ticket on campus,
you theoretically have done
something. According to the
Guidelines for Campus Park
ing, which you can find on
page 14, when you pay fine
money "the University uses
this money to help restore
campus surface streets, repaint
street markings, repaint mark
ings in paking lots and replace
worn or damaged traffic
signs." So evidently, those of
you who are getting tickets are
not paying them, or the Uni
versity would certainly be out

Lindsay Grimes

UL-2-

there repairing the damaged Knoles Field and the Quads.
Coincidentally, these are also
streets.
By now you are probably some of the worst portions of
muttering something about roadway on campus.
It is a tired excuse, but is still
"lousy Public Safety and their
parking tickets..." Well, you viable. Students are paying
can stop. Before being put into enough money, in tuition and
the UOP
the occa
Shuffle,
What's worse is that if sional
(the dance
you drive this same road parking
tickets,
where you
between November and that asking
get trans
ferred from April, you should probably for a cou
phone to
ple of re
have a floatation device pairs on
phone be
equipped to your car.
fore dis
streets that
covering
are for all
that
the
intents and
person you really want to talk purposes nothing more than
to is conveniently out of the of giant obstacles to be avoided at
fice) it was confirmed that any cost should not be a big
Physical Plant was indeed in deal.
charge of repairing the road
Driving along the levee can
surface on the private streets of be a harrowing experience. As
Pacific. These are the ones that you play "dodge the hole"
begin and end on campus, while watching out for oncom
such as President's Drive, the ing traffic, anyone paying any
road that runs along the levee, attention should perk up and
and Rudkin Way between say "hey, hasn't anyone no

ticed that this can no longer be
qualified as a road." What's
worse is that if you drive this
same road between November
and April, you should proba
bly have a floatation device
equipped to your car.
Maybe Physical Plant is just
too busy with other projects.
Wait, no one has moved into
the first floor of Southwest, be
cause it has not been finished,
although it was scheduled to
be completed before the school
year began. I notice the only
project that seems to be contin
uing on schedule is the con
struction of the new Physical
Plant building.
It is really not that hard to fix
small roadways. It may be
somewhat time consuming,
but not so much as to justify
letting the roads fall into the
state of disaster that some of
them are now in. If these
things were just taken care of
on a regular basis, there would
be no cause for discontent or

Pacifican editorals represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, or drop one off at our office on the
third floor of Hand Hail or e-mail us at opinion@thepacifican.coni. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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College is like summer camp Question of the weclt
both mentioned being con
fused with the college socializ
ing process. While talking
The only piece of advice my with one of my closest friends,
mom gave me when I stepped who is now attending a uni
out of the car to start my new versity in L.A., she mentioned
college life was, "Don't get dis- the she also was beginning to
couraged." Though I initially miss that predictability of
found the concept ridiculous, hometown friends.
(how could anyone get trou
The only way I can describe
bled when she is living with my experiences is that it's like
hundreds of people who she is an extended summer camp.
sure to get along with?), I am Have you ever experienced
now beginning to understand the weird occurrences of sum
my mother's warning.
mer camp? You end up room
Maybe it's called homesick ing with a group of people
ness, but I have recently dis you've never seen in your life
covered this feeling in the pit and you are expected to coof my stomach, and I think it's habitate for the next few
actually caused by missing my weeks. You have a couple ac
true friends. I
tivities
tomiss being able
gether,
go
to call up my I miss being able to swimming in
best friend every tell what others are the lake, make
night and have thinking or feeling jokes about
her simply reas
just because I've the cafeteria
sure me and
food and be
make me laugh. I been around them fore
you
miss the trust
know
it
so long.
that had already
you're
been established
stargazing
in my old group of pals. I miss with the guy from Cabin 12. In
being able to tell what others a matter of days you've made
are thinking or feeling just be the best of friends.
cause I've been around them
This is college in a nutshell.
so long. My roommate and I Sure, I'm leaving out things
were discussing our college like work-study and the
perceptions so far, and we dreaded Mentor essays, but
CHELSEA SIME

Staff Writer

•ICUgOLUIg

the social elements are re
markably similar. Why do we
feel compelled to make instant
friends? This is what my
roommate and I were deliber
ating: yeah, we have met more
people in the last three weeks
than weever thought possible,
but have we really made any
great friends? I love my room
mate and my hallmates, and
even quite a few classmates,
but there is a limited number
of people with whom I feel ab
solutely connected.
This is what my dear moth
er meant about not getting dis
couraged, and I offer her ad
vice to not only my fellow
freshmen, but any other stu
dent who is new to this lovely
UOP campus.
Although I'd like to feel in
stantly needed and loved, I
suppose that this comes with
time. Right now I've met the
kind of people that I can meet
for lunch, the kind of people
who are only beginning to un
derstand and appreciate the
strange little idiosyncrasies
that endeared me to my old
"gang-"
Don't get discouraged, as
mom would say, and remem
ber that making real friends
takes time and effort.

Faculty Forum

Compiled by Lauren Vang
How can we boost participation at
sporting events?
"The quad parking lot
and road need to be
improved, especially
since we're paying so
much for parking."
• Jamison Rease
Freshman

"They've never
bothered me before.
- Drew Sorely
Sophomore

"The roads are fine.
UOP should use the
money for something
better."
- Ryan Seront
Sophomore

Continuous improvement for UOP
The following excerpt is taken
from President DeRosa's year
opening remarks at the fall convo
cation on September 2,1999.

Michael McPherson, presi
dent of Macalester College, re
cently wrote "...presidents
need a kind of 'double vision'
- an ability to keep one eye on
the grubby details of the bal
ance sheet and the other on the
lofty goals of truth and beau
ty." Indeed, more so today
than at any other time in mem
ory, higher education is under
intense scrutiny.
The current marketplace
drives the great interest of
higher education. Escalating
tuition and concern for the rel
evance of traditional educa
tion has been featured promi
nently in the national media.

We, at Pacific, believe educa
tion is a life-long investment
and the level of indebtedness
that graduates carry is proof of
its perceived value. But as that
level of investment increases,
it is reasonable that new and
continuing students would
desire greater assurances that
the value is real. Encouraged
by our regional accreditor, the
Western Association of
Schools and Colleges, we have
begun to incorporate assess
ment of teaching and learning
as a regular evaluative tool. I
am pleased that we have elect
ed to assess teaching and
learning as a means of pro
moting continuous improve
ment.
The balance between insti
tutional mission and external
market forces is not always

easy to accomplish. Admitted
ly, it would be simpler if insti
tutional academic success
could be more easily mea
sured. Corporations have such
measurements: return on in
vestment, net profitability,
stock price. But we are chal
lenged by the "double vision";
the concept of "truth and
beauty" is not so easily valued.
There is greater danger if
we avoid the effort to measure
our success. We appear arro
gant by arguing that we are
different and should be trust
ed because of who we are. In
deed, as we face the inevitable
competition from those who
deliver content in non-tradi
tional fashion we have the op
portunity to make a strong
case for the distinctive quality
of a Pacific education.

"Yes. They should
widen the road so
that cars won't get
scratched when going
both ways."
- Toeang Taing
Senior

Personally I haven't
had any problems
with them."
Khaleda Atta
Junior

For our view on this topic, see
the Editorial on page 5.
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Pacific University should offer peace studies
ICHAEL KOJIS

taff Writer

For the idealists - whom
any of us are in some respect
the beginning of the school
ear brings the chance to
ake this world a better place,
dly, though, the way to take
dvantage of this opportunity
and necessity) often gets lost
mong concerns over prereqisites, course schedules, and
ost-graduation plans.
Colman McCarthy, a longime columnist for the Washngton Post, recognizes this
henomenon and explains
that students typically assume
the role of "processed cheese"
suspended along an assembly
line of certification, rather
than soaring on a path to
wards enlightenment. Mr. Mc
Carthy, however, does not

stop at merely describing a
problem. He and a growing
number of other caring intel
lectuals provide a solution:
peace studies.
Now why would anyone
need to study peace? Mc
Carthy, who teaches the sub
ject at four universities Georgetown,
Maryland,
American, and Georgetown
Law School - and two Wash
ington, D.C.-area high
schools, asserts that our wide
spread reliance on violence (to
resolve conflicts) has led only
to unnecessary suffering in
our nations, communities,
homes and hearts.
One need not look far for
evidence: nearly 80 million
people killed in warfare since
1900 (representing a 500 per
cent increase when compared
to the 19th century); nearly a

dozen US children killed each
day by handgun use; and over
two million Americans beaten
by their spouses every year.
Add to these daunting sta
tistics the growing number of
nuclear weapons and it's easy
to see the logic behind Mo
handas Gandhi's belief that
"The choice is not between vi
olence and nonviolence, but
between nonviolence and
nonexistence."
While attending UOP, how
can we learn to live peacefully
and nonviolently? How can
we learn to use mediation,
non-cooperation and love
(simply) to bring about posi
tive social change?
One option is to take an aca
demic course related to nonvi
olence. Unfortunately, there
are no peace studies courses.
Furthermore, out of the hun

Weekly Rant

Lott says to cut Reno
SCOTT SWITZER

Metro Editor

Last week Republican Trent
Lott called for the removal of
Attorney General Janet Reno
because of the recent allega
tions of incendiary devices
used in Waco six years ago by
the FBI. Reno has expressed her
"upset" and "anger" about not
being told in thefirst place, but
now she must be furious.
Very few are buying Reno's
heartfelt anger in this matter.
She is employing a basic tool of
politics called "covering her fill
in the blank." She is not angry
or upset, and if she did not
know everything about the
siege in the first place, it was
only because she was employ
ing Clinton's famous military
policy, "Don't ask, don't tell."
As much as I dislike Reno,
who has an uncanny resem
blance to the missing link, I like
Trent Lott even less. To give
any validity to his ideas is more
than I can bear. If you think for
one minute that Lott is doing
this because it is the right thing
to do, then think again. The fact
is, Lott is continuing the age
old war of Republican against
Democrat. Janet Reno was ap

pointed by Clinton, a man who
Lott and a few buddies tried to
burn at the stake not to long
ago. And now Reno is in this
war. The attacks against Clin
ton failed to a degree, so they
are going on to another playing
field.
Do not mistake my intent; I
think Reno does need to leave.
The very fact that she says she
knew nothing about these al
legations tells us that she was
not doing her job. This is the
same Attorney General who,
early in her career, made com
ments about violence on televi
sion. She read a letter to Con
gress from an eight year old girl
about all the violence on televi
sion programs. Well, that girl
was not talking about cartoons
or police dramas; she might
have been making reference to
the burning rubble that was
Waco, which was also shown
on every news station around
the country.
Janet Reno did not do her
job, and no amount of emotion,
anger or upset, or any amount
of inquiries can make up for
that. Remove her from the po
sition of Attorney General, for
she has no right to remain
there.

The Pacifican will gladly
accept letters to the editor.
Letters must be signed and
include a phone number for
verification. Send your let
ters to opinion ©thepacifican.com or drop them off at
our office in Hand Hall.

dreds of classes offered at this
University, only a few remote
ly confront the issue. Some ex
amples include Social Ethics
(RELI43) - in which pacifism,
civil disobedience and alter
natives to capital punishment
are discussed; Psychology of
Aggression (PSYC 1 93H) - in
which the causes and effects
of interpersonal violence are
analyzed, but which is only
available to honors students;
and Aikido (SPTS11B) - a non
violent martial art through
which both attacker and de
fender can come out un
scathed.
Another option, made nec
essary by the lack of an insti
tutionalized commitment to
peace, is to become familiar
(on our own) with the lives
and works of the great peace
makers: Gandhi, Dorothy

Day, Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Jeannette Rankin, Thomas
Merton, Joan Baez and the
many more whose contribu
tions to nonviolence have
gone largely unstudied.
Yet it is not enough to study
nonviolence. If we truly crave
peace, we must incorporate it
in our daily lives - by defying
evil with the force of truth. To
ward this end, we, with our
own individual fears and anx
ieties, must constantly recog
nize that other people are just
that - other people with simi
lar fears and anxieties.
Understanding this com
mon thread impels us to re
vere life in all its forms, and —
at this particular point in time
— encourages us to revisit the
core meaning of education: to
lead out of the old self into the
new, enlightened self.
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Letter to the editor

THEKAC,

The inside story on the Promise Keepers
Pacific student in attendance of gathering explains what the Promise Keepers mean tc
Ac; TI inn
\f the oF<-»
As
top flrn
the rrocf
crest of
sta
dium, my eyes take in the end
less sea of other men. There's
probably enough testosterone
around to make the nearby
lantern-posts grow hair. It is
an ocean of average guys,
dressed in casual shirts and
shorts. Many have come with
their sons and grandsons. You
might mistake it for a huge
sporting event, except the at
mosphere is all wrong.
There's no beer, hardly any
one smoking and the general
attitude is neither of competi
tion or leisure. The program
soon begins and thousands of
men of all races and denomi
nations join together to sing in
baritone joy to the God who
has changed their lives for the
better. They proceed not to
boast of their manliness or
success but humble them
r

•
_ .1.
selves Iby asking
other
men .to
pray for them in their need to
be more caring husbands and
more understanding fathers.
Could this be the same
group of men I've heard all
the negative rumors about?
As a student at UOP, I too
have overhead the buzz the
Promise Keepers (PK) have
generated by renting our sta
dium. Some said they must be
extremists or some kind of
cult. Others said they're sex
ists or even wife-beaters. But
very few, when asked, knew
anything else about them be
yond the negative rumors
they merely repeated.
I agree, there are bad men
out there, and we've all heard
about them. We hear about the
men who harm and neglect
their wives and children, re
sulting in a society of emo

. •

n

,

i

,

tionally shattered women left
struggling to raise their delin
quent children.
This is exactly why PK ex
ists; not to uphold these trav
esties as many rumor-confused people believe, but they
are a Christian ministry aimed
at stamping out this behavior
by educating, challenging and
transforming men to be bet
ter fathers, husbands and
leaders in their community.
But didn't the rumors say
they were sexist? It's true, they
don't give out admission tick
ets to women. But who would
expect a conference on say, be
ing a better mom, to give me
a ticket? PK is a ministry to
men, and they have nothing to
hide about it (the conference
was broadcasted live on the
radio). But you may be sur
prised to learn that the staff of

Letter to the editor

Evolution cannot be proven
Concerning the article in
Concerning fossils as step
your opinion section, "Evolu ping stones toward species to
tion is being naturally selected day, there is one major error.
by some," I found it very There isn't a record anywhere
closed minded and ignorant.
of the "discovered link". This
The article stated that Cre- is probably because the "link"
ationism, "can not be tested, is still "missing", which seriproved, [or] verified." This is ously hurts the evolutionist
not the case for Creationism, theory.
but in fact the case for evolu
The next false statement is
tion. In an experiment
made
.
----- the comment on the Bible's
M i l l ! S , t u d f n t S t a n l e y "circular logic"; this statement
Miller the replication of evo- is completely false. The Bible
lution was attempted. The en ls a collection of 66 books writvironment on Earth, when life ten over 1,500 years. It was
apparently came into exis written on three different con
tence, was duplicated. Miller tinents: Africa, Asia, and Eu
succeeded in creating amino rope, and was written in three
acids; however some of the different languages: Hebrew,
amino acids were found to be Aramaic, and Greek. None of
harmful to life. Since 1953 sci the Old Testament authors
entists have been trying to knew each other yet their
test, prove and verifty evolu message was always consis
tion, but without success.
tent. Not once do they contra-

v

diet each other. Hundreds of
Bible prophecies have been
fulfilled, and no discoveries
have been found to disprove
anything the Bible says.
Archeological findings have
been made which confirm, in
exact detail, a clear outline of
historical statements made in
the Bible.
When writing the article
"Evolution is being naturally
selected by some", no evi
dence was given to support
evolution. This article was
written solely to insult Chris
tians and what they beleive,
and I can confidently say that
the task was done very poor
ly!
Heather Daven

comments?

Email the opinion editor at
opinion@thepacifican.com
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PK and their support base is
largely women! Countless
women have independently
contacted PK and expressed
their thanks because their hus
bands have subsequently be
come better fathers and
lovers.
Some think that PK teaches
male supremacy, but the truth
is that PK strongly teaches
equality and respect for
women and to follow the bib
lical model of being a sacrifi
cial servant to your wife just
as Jesus exemplified sacrifice
by dying on the cross on our
behalf. They also encourage
men to take responsibility for
their family and make appro
priate decisions with the
counsel of their wives.
Just think about this for a
minute: What would it be like
if every Dad were faithful to

his children? What ife
man loved his wife with;
heart?
From statistics, I h-iion
many of us studeritsat
didn't have the best faf
Would your life be d i ffei
your dad had really foo
^ }you, under;
time to ,v,.
love
you, make time for y on
would it be different ifl
really done the same for
mom? Do you see the poi
impact a ministry like P]
have?
As for me, I want to
great husband somedaj
a first-class father to myi
children. And because!
is no role of greater in
tance a man can fulfill!
lifetime, I am grateful fi
the help provided.

www.thepacifican.com
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Sister Helen Prejean speaks at Long Theater
SCOTT SWITZER

Metro Editor

On Friday, Sept. 10, Sister
Helen Prejean spoke at Long
Theater to students, faculty and
the general public. Sister Pre
jean is the author of the book
Dead Man Walking: An Eyewit
ness Account of the Death Penal
ty in the U.S.The book inspired

the movie starring Sean Penn
and Susan Sarandon as Sister
Prejean.
The evening started off with
Dean Benedetti of COP giving
some background on John the
23, a series started at UOP in
the 1980's. The series is meant
to "bring to Stockton people
who had done serious thought
about social justice in the Ro
man Catholic tradition." It is
hoped that John the 23 lecture
series will be done every other
year here at UOP.
William Brennan then intro
duced Sister Prejean by reading
the biography that was pub
lished in The Pacifican last week,
also mentioning that Sister Pre
jean was nominated for the No
bel Peace prize last year and

again this year.
Sister Prejean then began to
speak. She did not lecture, as
the nameJohn the 23 lecture se
ries would imply, but was quick
to point out that "I am a story
teller, not a lecturer."She began
by speaking of her experiences,
saying "I have met so many
good people across this nation
over the last 15 years," adding
that "I give new meaning to the
roaming Catholic Nun." As the
crowd began to laugh, they also
had a sense of what the night
was going to be like.
Sister Prejean started first
with her experiences in the
movie business. She said she
had always been warned
"Don't let Hollywood touch
your book." Sister Prejean re
lates how it was Susan Saran
don who got the movie started.
While filming the movie The
Client, Sarandon was required
to go to New Orleans. She was
currently reading Sister Prejean's book, and called Sister
Prejean and asked to meet her.
From their first meeting, Sis
ter Prejean felt she could trust
Sarandon, who she calls "the

midwife of Dead Man Walking."
She refers to Sarandon as this
midwife because it was Saran
don who prevailed over Tim
Robbins to make this movie.
Sister Prejean then related
the story of how she became in
volved with counseling death
row inmates, and later the fam
ilies of the victims.
She agreed to be a pen pal
with a death row inmate, by the
name of Patrick Sonnier.
Through their correspondence,
she discovered thatSonnier had
no one to visit him. His mother
had visited once, and became
physically ill.
At the time when Sister Pre
jean became Sonnier's pen pal,
Louisiana had not executed
anyone in two decades. She
then went on to list many at
tributes of God, and added a
new one. She added that "God
is sneaky."
She claims she had no idea
that on April 5,1984, she would
accompany a man to die. It
changed her, and has lead her
fight against the death penalty.
Sister Prejean lends aid in an
international fight to end the

Weekly Poll
Compiled by Jessica C. Curley
-

Do you think the roads on campus need to be
improved\, or are they already in good condition?
Out of 50 students with cars, 25 male
and 25 female, 27 said the roads on campus
were in good enough condition and 23said
they needed improvement.
27
26
25
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24
23
22
21
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no

"They need to be improved and the
parking definitely needs to be improved
if that's another question."
-Anna Yi, Junior
"The roads ate fine, but the parking lots
over in the Quad area are still bumpy, even
though they fixed them."
-Sara Ross, Junior I
"They definitely need to be improved. I
drive a Camaro and every pothole I go
over scrapes it and I go slow. My car hates
Stockton, but I love it here."
-Alicia Kennon, Sophomore

Sister Helen Prejean spoke at Long Theater on Friday.
death penalty. It is for this that her, and that makes all of the
many of the families of victims difference.
If you wish to see Sister Prechoose not to speak with her,
because they view her as being jean's storytelling, it will be on
again in Stockton on cable
on the "other side."
The thing that keeps Sister channel 30, and Manteca on ca
Prejean going back is that some ble channel 3, Sept. 15 at 10
of the families do interact with p.m. and on Sept. 20 at 6 p.m.

San Joaquin A+ Fall
literacy campaign
THE PACIFICAN

Have you read to a child to
day? That's the question San
Joaquin A+ is asking by chal
lenging the community to
help solve the problem of illit
eracy in San Joaquin County.
In 1996, the Business Council,
Inc., Human Resources Task
Force joined with concerned
San Joaquin County educa
tional leaders to establish San
Joaquin A+ in an effort to im
prove our pre-school through
grade 12 education system.
Their goal: to support and en
hance the education of the
youth of our community; to
create responsible, employ
able and productive citizens
by identifying and engaging

in methods of cooperation
and collaboration among the
education, business and com
munity-based resources of
our county.
This month, San Joaquin
A+ launches its Fall Literacy
Campaign-"San
Joaquin
County Reads"-that will kick
off with The Record's Family
Day at the Park on Sept. 18.
There will also be a Literacy
Book fair at Victory.Park in
Stockton. San Joaquin A+
takes center stage at noon and
will have a booth with infor
mation promoting literacy.
A Reading Rally takes place
on Sept. 27 to kick off the Book
Bag Project that includes a
special appearance by CaliSee Literacy, page 13
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Stockton is recognized as an Ail-American City
SCOTT SWITZER

Metro Editor

On April 20 of this year, it
was announced that Stockton
was among the 30 finalists in
the All-American City contest.
Out of the 30 cities, only 10
would be chosen as All-Ameri
can Cities for the year of 1999.
The All-American City
award is run and operated by
the National Civic League. The
National Civic League looks at
nearly 100 applications from
cities across the nation annual
ly, and judge the applications
on the criteria of citizen partic
ipation, community leader
ship, government perfor
mance, volunteerism and
philanthropy, civic education
and several others.
Each city must also include
three specific projects that meet
the contest criteria. Stockton's

three choices were the Apollo
Night Performing Art Series,
the changing of the Stockton
Developmental Center to a
branch of StanislausState Uni
versity and the LEAP(Let Edu
cation Attack Pollution) pro
gram.
The Apollo Night project
was selected because it is re
sponsible for a reduction in
gang and youth violence here
in Stockton. The Stanislaus
Multi-Campus Regional Cen
ter was chosen for its attempt
to make higher education more
accessible to the public. LEAP,
the brainchild of students at
Edison High, was chosen for its
efforts to restore and maintain
Stockton's waterways and
ecosystems.
Once accepted as a finalist,
representatives went to make
their presentation of Stockton
in front of a 12 judge panel in

A
M——
_ .......
:
^
The Ail-American block party here in Stockton had a remarkable turnout in August.

L-IRN,MN*M+>

Philadelphia on June 25 and 26.
On June 26, it was announced
that Stockton was one of the
1999 All-American cities.
Stockton has proven to be

everything that an All-Ameri- casion. The citizens of Stockti
can City should be. This was no came out to acknowledge th
more apparent than on August they are what makes this ci
27, when there was a huge All-American. Congratulate
block party to celebrate the oc- Stockton.

A physical improvement at Pacific

Pacific

LINDSAY CRIMES

Staff Writer

Those who have passed
by the levee this fall have
probably noticed a new
building being built on the
UOP campus. This inprogress facility will become
the new home to Physical
Plant.
With a cost totaling $1.6
million the new structure
has an expected completion
date of the end of October
this year. The building is be
ing funded largely by the
Bond Issue passed last June,
as well as by the gifts of Pa
cific supporters.
The new facility is just
one part of the larger mas
ter plan to renovate and ex
pand the entire Pacific cam
pus. One of the most
significant goals of the plan
was to improve the class
room, laboratory and gallery
facilities for both the Art and
Geoscience departments.
After careful considera
tion, it was discovered that
the most effective way to ac
complish this betterment
was to relocate the Art and
Geoscience departments to
the South Campus facilities

Anime al
Scon SWITZER
Metro Editor

The new physical plant building on Brookside Field is scheduled to be completed in late October.
now occupied by Physical this move for Geoscience is with a need for a new facili
Plant.
that it allows their depart ty. It was determined that
This building is particu ment to join the other sci Physical Plant would be
larly appropriate to the Art ence departments on South moved across the levee, near
department for a number of Campus, placing like cours Public Safety and the Cowell
reasons. Primaries and depart Health Center.
ly, the building The Quonsets ments together.
One of the advantages to
has very high
In
turn,
the
choosing
this space for the
which many Quonsets,
ceilings that let in
construction of the new
natural light from considered an which
many building is that it will allow
the north, which eyesore, will be consider
an for a larger parking area for
creates an ideal
eyesore on our the many physical plant ve
demolished. beautiful cam
environment for
hicles.
an art gallery,
pus, will be de
Ultimately, this new
Second, the additional metal molished.
building is part of a four mil
building is well suited for
Naturally, the movement lion dollar master plan that
studio work in sculpture of the Art and Geoscience
will vastly improve the
and ceramics.
departments
displaced beauty, future and practical
The principal benefit of Physical Plant, leaving them ity of our
campus.

Last year at Pacific th
Japanese Student Associatio
put on its first ever anim
marathon. Anime, for thos
of you among the uninitiatec
is Japanese animation. It i
rarely dubbed into English
and is best in its originalTorn
anyway.
The type most common
the type shown at the anime
marathon, is a fansub, which
is a subtitled film with the
original Japanese being spo
ken. The original music that
goes along with every anime
feature is exquisite, making
the subtitle reading bearable.
If any students are still
wondering what anime is
like, there is an opportunity
to see it firsthand. Grapevine
Comics, which is located
down on Thornton avenue,
will be having a small anime
festival thisSaturday, Sept 18
at 1:00 p.m. and a second
showing at 2:30 p.m. For
more information,contact
The Pacifican at metro@thepacifican.com or call 946-2113
and ask for Scott.
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rnia First Lady Sharon
'avis. San Joaquin A+ and
'artnership for Tomorrow,
School-to-Career Grant
nder the auspices of the
ian Joaquin County Office
|f Education, have joined
trees to offer the Book Bag
[roject, a kindergarten
ading enhancement proIrani. This collaboration
ill provide 10,000 canvas
>k bags for every kinder|arten child in four coun
ts carrying the slogan,
TAD, Let the Work Force
e With You. Each week,
kndergartners will carry
ome books to read with
leir families in an effort to
romote an early desire to
tarn to read.
"The
Partnership's
:hool-to-career activities
re geared for kindergarten
trough college-aged stu^ ents," commented Canace Blue, executive direc>r for Partnership for
imorrow. "Without the
aility to read well, our
lildren will never be ready
>r career education."
"Project bags were purrased by Partnership for
omorrow, allowing us to
:hieve one of our major
sals-San Joaquin County
eads. It's a perfect collaboitive arrangement." says
rsan Smith, executive dictor, San Joaquin A+.
Hosted by the County
ffice of Education on Sept.
1, 40 schools in San
'aquin County will partic>ate in awareness training
>r California Reads, a colborative program beveen the California State
epartment of Education,
te Eisenhower State Grant
rogram and Books and Beind. For use with kinderirten through sixth grade
udents, the program calls
ion schools, families and
olunteer tutors to help
rery child read well and
idependently by third
rade.
San Joaquin A+ needs
our support. If you would
<e to volunteer or for
lore information, call Su
nn Smith at 473-6117.
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Ants are marching on Grace Covell
TAMMY GONZALES

Staff Writer
Creepy, crawling critters;
almost all of us fear one type
or another. This year, resi
dents of UOP were unfortu
nate enough to be welcomed
back by ants in their rooms.
These creatures enjoy sharing

students' food, dressers,
desks and even a student's
bed.
The Grace Covell Resi
dence Director said, "If stu
dents have an ant problem
they can contact the front
desk, we'll contact Residen
tial Life and Housing, who in
turn will contact Terminex,

who will then come and
spray." Of course, many have
found it quicker to use their
own remedies, such as
Windex, which has been la
beled as the "spray of death"
and the "quick finger smoosh
muffin."
For those of you are unfa
miliar to the valley, ants are a

common problem around
here. It's not just UOP who
has to share its home, but
many valley residents. Unfor
tunately, it's all part of the
package in choosing to attend
a university in the valley. Stu
dents will have to learn to
live with this problem until
it can be remedied.

Set Your Sights On
Career Opportunities at Lilly
Our Business

Please join us for our Information Session on
Wednesday, September 22nd, at 4:00P.M. at
the Main Gym - Classroom 131 for snacks and
hors d'oeuvres.

:

M
M

J

is Making a

Date:
Time:
N

»

.

:

Thursday, September 23rd
12:00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M.

..i.

Venue:

The shaded lawn immediately
adjacent the McCaffrey
Student Center
WPV
-

DIFFERENCE

Eli Lilly and Company is proud to kick off the fall '99
recruiting season at the University of Pacific. We are
currently seeking qualified individuals for the following
position:

Pharmaceutical Sales Representatives
Requirements include:
• Business or Science degree
• Minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0

Careers <®Lilly

Please stop by and meet our
representatives!!!

Eli Lilly and Company

Wo are an equal opportunity employer dedicated to diversity and the strength it brings in the workplace
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Activities Fair entertains students
tion about how people could
get involved, hoping to spark
their interest. Sophomore An
Last Thursday,several clubs, thony Eusebio said, "I thought
organizations and local busi it was cool. I had a chance to
nesses participated in the Stu look around and find out
dent Activities Fair, "UOP Un what's going on."
plugged." Tables and booths
Greek organizations, social
lined up throughout the Mc and professional, were also
Caffrey Center and Hand Hall present. This fair gave the
lawn. Along with the King Greeks the opportunity to re
Bradley Fisher band, ASUOP's cruit and meet interested indi
Pacific Hour band, other viduals. Alpha Kappa Lamb
groups brought out radios to da Vice President Jerry
entertain the students.
Lindevald said, "The purpose
This event gave UOP stu of the fair was to show the stu
dents the opportunity to learn dents of UOP what student
about the different social and clubs have to offer. This fair
interest groups on campus. was in good timing with Fall
Each group brought informa- Rush."
JOSEPH DE VERA

Senior Staff Writer

T Z A B X A E O

Theta want to give a belated
thank you to the ladies of
Delta Gamma for the Wel
come Back BBQ. Open
House went well as atten
dance was high from the stu
dents. It was great meeting
everyone who came. Vol
cano Bash will be this week
end and we expect another
successful event. Lastly, we
want to wish everyone luck
with classes.

Cultural groups also had the
chance to share their diversity
with the rest of the campus
through food and music. A
member of Kilusan Filipino,
Adrienne Granadosin said, "I
sampled a lot of the ethnic
food, like Lumpia [Filipinoegg
rolls] at the Kilusan table."
Sophomore Sharon Chan
further commented, "I didn't
realize that there were so many
clubs out there. I signed up for
the Korean Club. All in all, I
had fun." There was also a
booth-decorating contest to see
which club or organization was
most creative. The School of
Education Student Association
won the $100 prize.

Kappa Lambda, the evening A
was a great success and a lot
of fun. We hope that all our B
guests had as wonderful a
time as we did, and we look 0
forward to having everyone p
over again. Until then, good 1
luck to both students and
faculty in this semester's T
Y
courses.

n

Alpha Phi Omega
£
The members of Alpha
Phi Omega would like to y
Pi Kappa Alpha
thank all those who helped
The men of Pi Kappa Al out at the Big Brothers/Big A
pha would like to welcome S i s t e r s ' f u n d - r a i s e r , ' W i n e o n Z
new and returning students the Waterfront.' If anyone T
to the Fall semester. The would like to join us in our £
Pikes would just like to take community service projects,
this time and wish everyone please drop us a note at our
good luck in the classroom office in Student Advising. E
and on the competitive field.
T
We look forward to having
Alpha Kappa Lambda
X
you at any of our social
The men of Alpha Kappa p
events this semester and if Lambda would like to thank n
you would like to find out everyone for coming to
more about them, feel free to Toga. It was a fun and sue- EI
ask any of us. For all football cessful event. We are looking O
fans, stop by for Monday forward to a great rush and a N
Night Football...you never superb pledge class. Thanks ^
know-we might have some to those who helped out at
free food for you.
our open house.

Alpha Kappa Phi
The men of Alpha Kappa
Phi - Archania would like to
thank all the women that
signed up for sweet heart
rush. It is going to be a fun
time for everyone partiripat'1 ing in the event.
0 We also want to thank the
T sweet hearts for all their help
j this semester with Teeter
Totter and sweet heart rush
sign ups. We hope that you
Delta Delta Delta
all had fun this past weekThe ladies of Delta Delta
A end river rafting.
Delta would like to thank all
K
who participated in our
"Casino Night" last Tuesday.
Phi Delta Theta
Thanks to your enthusiasm
<D
The men of Phi Delta and with the help of Alpha
A
£
A
g
^

From the Chief's desk:

Greek Life F Z A B X A E O zA

B
Delta Gamma
X
If you've never been, this
^ year is your chance to come
g join the fun at Delta Gamma's 20th Annual Anchor
^ Splash. The event has other
T fraternities, sororities, resiX dence halls and town houses
competing in relays, syng chronized swimming and
the crowning of Mr. Anchor
N Splash. All the proceeds benO efit theStockton blind center,
n Come out and join in the fun.
Q The ladies of Delta Gamp ma would also like to thank
all the people that partidpat^ ed in rush. We hope that
T everyone feels free to come
Y over and check out the house
£2 when ever they want.

K

Ed. Note:If you are a club T
or Greek house that would O
like to appear in this section, g
submit entries to Byron Bogaard's box at The Pacifican
by Friday at 4:00 p.m. to ap- ^
pear in the following issue. 0
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BOB CALAWAY

Guest Writer
You can avoid a parking ci
tation on campus in the fol
lowing ways:
1. A valid parking sticker is
required to lawfully park at
the Pacific campus and the
permit is valid from August
1,1999, until July 31,2000. We
enforce parking sticker viola
tions between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m. We do not enforce park
ing sticker violations on
weekdays after 5 p.m., week
ends or holidays.
2. We enforce all other
parking violations year
round in the following areas:
overnight parking zones
from midnight until 6 a.m.;
green zones; President's Of
fice white parking spaces;
white visitor parking spaces
by Bum's Tower; service ve
hicle spaces; handicapped
parking spaces and red
zones.
3. Overnight parking is not
allowed on Chapel Lane,
Atchley Way, President's Dri
ve and Pacific Circle in
signed areas between mid
night and 6 a.m..
4. We also enforce viola
tions year round for parking
in green zones, 15 and 30
minute parking areas.
5. Parking is NOT permit
ted in the President's Office
white parking spaces on
Atchley Way, without a spe
cial permit.
6. Parking is NOT permit
ted in the white curbed visi
tor spaces on Pacific Circle in
front of Burns Tower. These
spaces are reserved for visi
tors. A temporary permit is
issued by the receptionist in
Burns Tower Lobby.
7. Parking is NOT permit
ted in yellow-service vehicle
spaces.
8. Parking is NOT permit
ted in a handicapped space
unless you have a valid hand
icap placard or license plate.
The cost of this violation is
$250.00.
9. Parking is NOT permit
ted in any red zone.
10. The $1 temporary park
ing permit available in on-site

machines is good
These are locate
Circle near the F
Concert Hall and trance to the Loir
parking lot. The _ ...
good only on the dayisa
11. What happens if k
pay a parking ticket?Sec
4760 of the California!,
cle Code states that youc
not register your car if
have parking ticke ts that
outstanding. There isals
administrative penalty fe
12. Section 12808.lof
California Vehicle C
states that the Departmer
Motor Vehicles will refus
issue or renew a driver
cense if the applicant did
pay his or her parking tid
There is also an adminis
tive penalty fee.
13. If you have moret
five parking tickets that
not paid, Section 22651 (i
of the California "Veil
Code says your vehicle
be towed and stored. Al
standing tickets must be[
before the vehicle is relea
The cost for the tickets*
n o t include the t o w b i l l

14. What happens if rnj
hide needs repair? or th
I am using does not ha'
Padfic Parking Sticker? C
Public Safety on the 1st:
of Cowell Health Cente
will give you a one-d e.'
multiple-day tempo:
parking permit.
15. What if someone s:
my parking permit? Re;
the incident to Public Sa
We will issue a new per
application. The applica.
form is taken to the Fir.
Center for a replacemen t
mit at a cost of $1.
16. Where does the
money for parking ticket- J
The University uses
money to help restore
pus surface streets, ref
street markings, rep
markings in parking lots
replace worn or damp
traffic signs.

1

Call me with your
tions, 6-3034.1 am hap
be of service.

CAROL WHITE
\ & E EDITOR
<\&E@THEPACIFICAN.COM
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Top Ten
Top Ten rule
changes made by
the NFL this
season
10. Monday Night
Football now
incorporates weekly
storylines and
surprises similar to the
WWF
9. Bonus points are
awarded for most
outstanding
end-zone dances
8. Coaches now
allowed to exchange
players for fans in
attendance
7. Naked bootleg must
now be ran naked
6. Instant Replay now
decided by Judge Mills
Lane
S. Kickers missing field
goals of 30 yard or less
required to play
defensive line helmetless during next series
4. Drop a pass, take a
shot
Coach gets one 30
second timeout each
half to call anyone in
the U.S. for a play
suggestion
Players convicted of
drug offenses face a
minimum 10 play
suspension after 3rd
arrest
1. UOP Rule: Any
team deemed a burden
to its owner may be
cancelled at anytime
Compiled by
Brad Franca

The Career & Internship center was just one of the many groups represented at the student activities fair

Arroyo's puts the spice in spicy
HOLLY CACCIAPACLIA

Staff Writer

2381 West March Lane
Phone: 472-1661
Fax: 472-7505
open 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
No checks accepted,
Visa and Mastercard
welcomed.
Arroyo's used to be locat
ed downtown, but has re
cently moved to an uptown
building with an ugly past.
This is the building of restau
rant failures. Before Ar
royo's, it was Suzy's Cactus
Bay and before that, Carlos
and Luigis's.
Arroyo's has been around
for over 50 years, so hopeful
ly they will have what it
takes to make it at this loca

tion.
The restaurant has a nice
view of Quail Lake and very
friendly service. You get the
feeling they are all very glad
you are there.
Like many of Stockton's
authentic Mexican restau
rants, you have the option of
combination plates, with two
or three items with rice and
beans, or the lunch plate with
one item.
I tried the chicken quesadilla lunch, my Mexican fa
vorite. Of all the chicken quesadillas I've had, this one had
a style all its own.
Instead of putting the
chicken and cheese in a tor
tilla and cooking it, Arroyo's
takes tortilla dough and fills
it with chicken and cheese
then deep fries it. You end up

with something like a pita to other Mexican joints in
pocket quesadilla, much town, which are very afford
thicker than your basic tor able. For their lunch plates
you'll pay $4.25 or $4.75.
tilla.
Although I enjoyed the Dinner plates range from
change to my basic chicken $5.95 to $8.25. Arroyo's offers
quesadilla, I still prefer soups ($4.95- $5.50) and a la
Miguel's and Suzy's chicken carte items ($2.50- $2.95).
Although I haven't yet
quesadillas over this pita
pocket wannabe. Then again sampled their breakfast
maybe I'm just afraid of menu, which ranges in price
from $3.25 to $5.50,1"ll bet
change.
it
is better than Taco Bell's
The food, particularly the
rice, was a little spicy for my sorry excuse for a morning
taste. Instead of your basic meal.
I suggest you give Ar
brown mole sauce that's typ
ical of our Stockton Mexican royo's a shot, if not for their
restaurants, Arroyo's uses a unique quesadillas, then to
red sauce with a little more help them break the spell of
pep. The food isn't too spicy the building of the bombing
for the wimpy-mouthed cus business. I especially suggest
tomers, but does give off a this place for those of you
who like a little more fire in
little more heat.
The prices are comparable your food.

ARTS
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Santana's colossal
comeback
LARA ZAMANSKY
Staff Writer

Close your eyes for a mo
ment and try to imagine the
perfect evening.
Above you is the midnight
blue sky with nothing but
bright twinkling stars scat
tered around the ivory col
ored moon. You feel a breeze
and you inhale the fresh night
air.
Standing in front of you is
your date for the evening who
takes your hand and then
pulls your body close. You
both start swaying to the
smooth beat you hear in the
background.
As you dance cheek to
cheek, your date softly sings
the words, " You are the love
of my life. And the breath of
my prayers. Take my hand,
lead me there. What I need is
you here." The romantic
words that sear themselves
into your memory and com
plete this ideally perfect mo
ment are from a moving sere
nade called "Love of my
Life."
Heart-felt words, great in
strumental talent, creative
style, and natural musical
beauty can all be found with
rAu,U*u tr tm#$
A mm
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»*m.
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in one CD. The artist who can
claim all these qualities is
none other than Carlos Santana. Santana is back to make
the world of music a much
more mellow and spiritual
place to be.
You may have heard of this
artist before, as he made mu
sic history in the sixties when
he played for the infamous
crowd of Woodstock.
He has now completed his
debut CD with Arista
Records. Santana's "Super
natural" includes thirteen
tracks that feature other pop
ular yet newer superstars, in
cluding Dave Matthews
Band, Rob Thomas, Lauryn
Hill and Cee-Lo, Wyclef Jean,
Eagle Eye Cherry, and Eric
Clapton.
Santana describes his mu
sic as, "not to be white, black
or gray, but multi-dimension
al." Santana's music style has
the capability to open the eyes
of many music listeners of all
generations and cultures.
"Supernatural" includes
Spanish salsa music splashed
with a bit of moody blues and
soft rock. Together these di
verse sounds mesh and form
a sound that could only be
considered completely superm
tn «o>
*w tmt « *««*.
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m umm.it
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Santana makes a comeback and is immortalized by his new CD, Supernatural.
natural.
A great aspect of this
unique style of music is that
Santana makes you feel at
ease and laid back. His
melodies can calm the most
anxious and tense of people.
Santana's music is also a
generation filler because peo
ple of all ages can appreciate

the mixture of artists who
contributed to "Supernatur
al."
There is a little bit of Latin
rhythm spiced up with alter
native overtones, quiet blues
undertones and an occasion
al splash of rap.
Santana is definitely out to
capture everyone's attention

like he did back in 1968.
Santana no doubted
making a colossal corne!
He will have no piol
resurfacing from the £>Ost
new millineum, as his "hi
ing melody's and pow
lyrics" immortalize tl
selves in your heart and
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Salon for Men and Women
Perms and Coloring
Full Manic fires
Use of Sebastian and Paul Mitchell products

175 West Pine • Stockton, CA <>5204 • (2W> W44S959

MONDAY MIGHT FOOTBALL ON SATfLllTf
MENU SERVED: 1UM-SPM AND 5PM-10P*

43m

CSP

(109) A?8-6190
1)16 GRAND (ANAL BLVD #6 • STOCKTON, (A 9510?
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Book for Women
AY CRIMES
F WRITER

Girl's Guide To
iting and Fishing
issa Bank
95

•

lam Books

old my theory to my
Linda, who wanted to
ocial scientist and was alcoming up with theories,
icluded that breasts were
c what pillows were to
Guys might think they
a pillow, but they'll sleep
> well without one. She'd
Guys will sleep any; if they're really tired."
s one of the many pearls
>dom provided by Jane
ithal, the poignant herothe Melissa Bank novel

I

(

! id's Guide to Hunting and

?. This witty exploration
and love as a female is a
read for any woman (or
in in progress) who has
ooked around a room
lought she was the only
yho didn't have it all
every woman). It is a
-filled exploration of relatips, friends, family - es

a—

ACROSS
I Certain
computer
4 Ralph
Lauren's
style
8 Rolls of
bank notes
12 Meadow
13 Till fill
14 Last
writes?
15 Aquarium
17 Carnival
lure
18 - -disant
19 Summer
shirt
21 Head
honcho
24 "Flying
Down to

sentially a reminder to us all
that no one really "has it all to
gether."
We experience life through
the eyes of Jane at 14 to a
grandmother, in various situa
tions and phases, but what
makes this journey so desirable
is that we identify "the real
Jane" at every point. The fact
that we see her hilarious and
analytical personality shine
through every situation is a
comfort to us because we all go
through countless phases in
life and look back wondering
how we could have been such
a different person at every turn,
and yet always so utterly our
selves. It is a novel about
growth, and about learning to
be yourself, even when the
rules of catching a man or
keeping a job tell you other
wise
From a tempestuous affair
with a much older man to
breast cancer, from a hilarious
encounter with a man who "is
all handsome and no pretty, the
kind that makes you think of
the Navy and Florida and girls
in tube tops calling him
hunky" to the death of her

ti
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JIMMY- Colorist/Sylist

JENNIFER G.- Colorist
20% off all colorings

44

1465 W. March Lane* STOCKTON
95-BRAVO
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Schindler
8 Sweat to
the oldies?
9 Some
what
10 Prank
11 Dance
lesson
16 Scuttle
20 Zero
21 "Wind in
the
Willowscharacter
22 Columbus'
home
23 Wrigley
product
27 VW model,
jocularly
29 Greedy
30 Thought
31 No
sluggard
33 Piece

Get pumped up for

35 Peregri
nate
38 Resort
area
40 Secured,
in a way
43 Brinks
truck
protection
45 Atheist's
lack
46 Bridge
hand
47 Moises of
baseball
48 Fiddler's
perch?
49 Welles
role
53 Nipper's
co.
54 Lopsided
55 Writer
Anais

Delta Gamma's

20th annual

\±S

30

41

60

56 Within
moments
57 Some time
ago
58 Spoonbender
Geller
59 Pompom
60 Patronize
the library
61 Roget wd.
DOWN
1 Nancy
Kassebaum's pop
2 Architect
I.M.
3 Traveler's
need
4 Cauldron
contents
5 Threematch link
6 Fast time
7 Herr

.

36"

57
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29

40

49

ST"

it

11

20

35

38
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T7~

27

33

9
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•

22

32

O

7

19

25

46

6

13 1
|

|18

Tuesday-student discount 20% off

(952-7286)

3

TT~

25 Discover
66
er's cry
26 Heart of
the matter
28 Astronaut
Shannon
32 Haughti
ness
34 Oktoberfest
souvenir
36 Fuss
37 Loves not
wisely but
too well
39 Guy's date
41 Churchillian gesture
42 4.0, opti
mally: abbr.
44 Ersatz
bookmark
46 Set aside
50 Foldaway
bed
51 Bum
soother
52 Price
reduction

See Book Review, page 18

MELISSA BANK

|

KING CROSSWORD
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October 2,1999
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P AGE 1 8

Horoscopes

The
Senior
Spin-off

(January 20 - February 18)
You are more than ever an
object of beauty and enjoyment.
You make your surroundings
more comfortable and luxurious
simply by being present.

News Editor

I

i

Pisces

Aquarius

ALEX ZAMANSKY

n)

T HE F^QFI

There was some serious
roopin' and hollarin' last
Yiday and Saturday when
those I'll make a Promise
and Keep it people were vis
iting. I know they were all in
the stadium and all, but I
could hear them shouting
and raising the roof even
fromWPC. It sounded like
something out of the cult
scene from Indiana Jones
and the Temple of Doom.
But really, this is a serious
group of people. Almost a
cult, if I may say. However,
there does seem to be differ
ent sections of the Promise
Keepers. There seems to be
the Winnebago sect in which
ten trillion motor homes
suddenly are parked in an
area that used to be a wild life
preserve for weeds anc
small insects over by the
Health Center. Another sect
is clown car. I swear I saw
six rather obese guys pile out
of a small Honda.
Hey, any way you can
make it to the convention, go
for it. The best part, though,
was treking across the foot
bridge at night and seeing an
endless number of people
walking. It reminded me o
a colony of ants. UOP stu
dents have always been tolc
to beware when walking on
the levy. But the weekend
has come and past and let
me just say, thank goodness
the Promise Keepers are
gone.

Gemini
(May 21 - June 20)
If you pyt your evidence and
your research on tlie table,
your product may sell itself.
If it doesn't,know when and
where to apply pressure.

Libra

(September 23 - October 22)
Sometimes an excess of infor
mation makes it impossible
to reach conclusions or deci
sions. Seek a second or third
opinion if it will make your
burden easier.

(February 10 - March 20)
Does your body seem to be
flawed, weak and pained?
Recognize that a serious bout of
hypochondria may be the most
major thing you are suffering.

Cancer

Aries
(March 21 - April 19)
Check your reflexes before you
venture out into the world. The
obstacles in your path can only
be maneuvered by a shrewd and
experienced navigator.

(July 23 - August 22)
Everyone vies for a few min
utes of your time. It is a
valuable commodity, but it's
only as golden as the actions
of the owner.

Scorpio

Sagittarius

Listen carefully to what is
said. Someone has alterior
motives. It's up to vou to sort
l^'ii out.

2Q-MAY 20)

Make surevour loiind'11'1!?
sturdy before ypu rrW^on
more lofty goals. Be p
answer intelligent qoteshor,

Virgo

Leo

(June 21 - July 22)
Changes made slowly and
steadily tend to last longer
than changes make in haste.
Keep this fact in mind as you
try to change your life.

(October 23 - .November 21)

Taurus
(April

(November 22 - December 21)
If you have been waiting to
confront someone, set up a
meeting with that person now.
You are ready to defend your
self without starting a fight.

(August 23 - September2!
Everything and-everyone
yours for the.faking. a'thi
time. Because of this, fact,)
must decide catetully w«a
and whom - you need top

^mi&f

Capricorn
(December 22 - Januarj !•
Change your pace or you
style in order to match ere
one else. Originality is usu;
an asset, but at this time
could hinder your progrc

Soap Opera Sneak Peeks
All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

General
Hospital

The Young an
the Restless

Edmund and David told
Liza the truth about
Dimitri. Alex and Edmund
beg Liza and Jake to make
a decision about using
Colby's stem cells for
Dimitri.

Princess Gina vows to get
her life back and make
Stefano pay. Vivian admits
to Nicolas that she caused
Victor's stroke. John and
Curt come face-to-face.

Luke tells Felicia where he
stashed the diamonds he
withheld from Faison.
Katherine will decide to find
a surrogate to carry her and
Nikolas' baby.

Tricia will learn that'
can have more child®
Kay and Paul have tov
for Brock to return froi
refugee camp. Nikki as
Brad to dance with lie
which Victoria witnes>

of the literary world in which
she is an editor, a particularly
continued from page 17
delightful read for the perfec
beloved father, Jane is the per tionist, exhibitionist, and writer
fect heroine. She is decidedly in all of us. I can quite frankly
imperfect, just like the rest of say that a novel that I expect
us. She often tries too hard, ed to be formulaic, forgettable
and sometimes not hard and already covered was in
enough, but she always stead a delight. It is the most
laughs, and her story makes invigorating book I've read in
you wonder if the ability to at least months, a book with a
tell-all honesty that is irre
laugh is not all.
sistible,
a book that is decided
Jane possesses the nuances

Book Review_

Editor's Entertainment
Pick of the Week

Answers 10
King Crossword

AUTHENTIC
NEW YORKSTYLE PIZZA

by Carol

$2,00 Off

SANDWICHES • FRESHSAIADS • SOUP

one coupon per pizza
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The previews for the MTV Music Awards continuous spoofs on the Blair Witch Project featuring Chris Rock, Method Man and Janeane
Garofaio.
Hilarious.

ly unforgettable. The voice of that could only be descr
Jane Rosenthal is one that may such. Melissa Banks has
never leave my head or heart. nail on the head, pinpo
Genius is not a word to be what so many novels
thrown around lightly in the genre only grasp at. Thi
critical world, but this novel ex that will stay on my bt
amines womanhood on a level table.

WJ

(1 Block From 1-5)

expires

5/31/00

SPORTS
Intramural Update

The Pacific Intramur1 fall season is off and runIng! The much anticipated
idoor soccer season began
lis week, attracting an outtanding 25 team entries!
ntries for the upcoming
ingles tennis tournament
r2; lose today, so drop by the
ie itramural office in the
to lain Gym for entry forms.
'T aun Fitness Center has ex* anded hours this fall:

ins
oni
Sre<
ln«

illeyball.

ntinued from page 24
nn leading the way with 12
;s. Four others, including
ambers, each contributed
)ther eight digs to the
ise.
The trio of wins extended
Tigers' home winning
:ak to eight, dating all the
y back to Pacific's fivene marathon win over the
uchos of Santa Barbara last
vember 5. Summing up
at is surely a sentiment
red by many of her teamtes, tournament MVP
ambers said, "I guess I like
ying at home."
Ihambers averaged 3.78
s, 1.78 digs, and 1.22 blocks
• game while hitting at a
1 percentage in the Tigers'
is over Washington, Miami
1 Saint Mary's. Chambers
; awarded the Pacific Nike
itational MVP during the
8 season as well,
ortunately for the Tigers,
y get to spend the next two
eks at home after a brief
> down 1-5 to invade the
rnets' Nest at Sacramento
te. However, September 23
rks the opening of Big West
iference play, and Pacific's

included in a Baun Fitness
Center membership, otherwise it is $3/ court/ 2 hours.
All fees must be paid at the
Fitness Center.
We are offering more
fitness class
options:
Crunch Class Mondays and
Wednesdays, 8:15-8:45 a.m.
and 12:15-12:45 p.m., Power
Sculpting Mondays and
Wednesdays 5:15-6:15 p.m.,
Cardiojamm Tuesdays and

Tournament

Tracy Chambers

opponent, the Nevada Wolfpack is the defending Big
West Eastern division champ.
Also coming up to the home
turf is last year's undefeated
national champion Long
Beach State (Sept. 25), and
previously mentioned U.C.
Santa Barbara Gauchos.
There is no shortage of
weapons on this Pacific
squad, which is very impor
tant as the entire nation, and
certainly conference foes
Long Beach and Santa Bar
bara begin to put the Tigers in
their crosshairs.

Pacific Invitational
Pacific vs. Washington W, 3-0
Pacific vs. Miami W, 3-0
Pacific vs. Saint Mary's W, 3-0

Soccer

Continued from page 24
season. Sacramento sudden
ly found themselves down
2-0.

"They are dominating this
team," says Kyle Stephen
son, a huge fan of Pacific.
"There is a lot more confi
dence out there."
Freshman Becky Moffit is
showing she can compete at
the college level by scoring
her second goal of the sea
son. Her goal gave Pacific a
3-0 lead which was more
than enough to eliminate
any hope of a Sacramento
comeback.
"Today was a big game
for us," says Moffit. "We
have a lot of potential and
I'm really excited about
playing."
Pacific's showing last
weekend was an impressive
display of domination of
both offense and defense.
They out-shot their oppo
nents 40 to 19 and did not al
low even one goal. McCaskey was perfect in both
games collecting ten saves
which improves her record
to 22 career shutouts.
"Our defense is solid," ex
claimed head coach Keith
Coleman. "This weekend is
a huge confidence builder
for us and we are definitely
going in the right direction."
UOP is a young team but
they are progressing quickly.

Shelly Cena
and K.J.
Nishikawa
played with
Tiger force
against Sacra
meirto State
on Knoles
Field.
"I'm excited about how
we are coming along and
this will be a good season,"
says Kentera. "We will only
get better."
UOP is hosting the Pacif
ic Collegiate Soccer Show
case which will be held on
Friday Sept. 17 and Sunday

Sept. 19. The lady Tigers will
host a tournament at home
and continue play on Friday
against Long Beach State at
8:00 p.m. On Sunday Pacific
will face Utah State at 3:00
p.m. The matches will be
held at Stagg Memorial Sta
dium.

Pacific Athletics
Schedule
Women's Soccer
Mississippi vs. Idaho State
Friday 9/17/99
3 p.m. Stagg Memorial Stadium
Women's Soccer
Utah State vs. Fresno State
Friday 9/17/99
5:30p.m. Stagg Memorial
Stadium

Women's Volleyball
Alumnae Match (exhibition)
Saturday 9/18/99
7 p.m. Spanos Center
Women's Soccer
Mississippi vs. Fresno State
Sunday 9/19/99
9 a.m. Stagg Memorial Stadium

Women's Soccer
Women's Soccer
Long Beach vs. Idaho State
Pacific vs. Long Beach State Sunday 9/19/99
Friday 9/17/99
12 p.m. Stagg Memorial Sta8 p.m. Stagg Memorial Sta- dium
dium

Week of 9-16-99

Women's Soccer
Pacific vs. Utah State
Sunday 9/19/99
3 p.m. Stagg Memorial Sta
dium
Men's Golf
Pacific Invitational
Monday 9/20/99
Stockton, Calif.
Men's Golf
Pacific Invitational
Tuesday 9/21/99
Stockton, Calif.
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Women's field Hockey:

Tigers fall again on home field
JESSICA LINDEVALD

Juli Fomenko runs the field and shows her tiger spirit

out on the grass and sun- put out an excellent perforbathed while enjoying the mance for the Tigers. She
game.
recorded a season-high of 19
In order to get pumped saves for the Pacific team.
and warmed up before the
Beach said, "We lost but it
game, the team blasted songs was a good game."
like "Eye of the Tiger" and
Pacific fan Paul Martinez
"Danger Zone" for inspira was one of many supporters
tion. They also ran laps, on Brookside field for the
stretched, took shots at the game.
goalie, and played a practice
"The goalie did a great job
game against their own team at defending the goal," said
mates.
Martinez. "She went right af
Throughout the entire ter her opponents who tried
game, the women cheered on to get shots in."
their fellow teammates. The
Other onlookers said that
coach of the team, Linda Mac- the problem with Saturday's
Donald, would yell out help performance was not because
ful suggestions to the women of the team's defense. "They
to help stop the opposing just didn't have an offense in
team.
this game as compared to last
Lisa Beach, a sophomore week's game."
and starting goalie for Pacific,
The Tigers were outshot by
the Berkeley offense 33-6 for
the game. Golden Bears'
Megan Sainsbury and Lieke
Zoete recorded Cal's two
goals for the day. Cal's goalie
Sarah Hoehn, posted three
saves in the win.
Pacific's overall record fell
to 0-3 (0-1 NorPac) with the
loss to the Golden Bears.
The next match for this Pa
cific team is a non-conference
game against Wake Forest at 7
p.m. on Thursday, September
16, in Louisville, Kentucky.
They will travel to Palo Alto
to face Stanford in conference
play September 25 before Cal
hosts a re-match in Berkeley
October 2.
Aimee Tomasso uses force to fight the competition

ij

Men's Polo

UOP goes 1 and

THE PACIFICAN

Staff Writer

A rough road lies ahead for
the Tigers who have entered
their season with a 0-3 overall
record(0-l NorPac). Adding a
disappointment to the strug
gle was last weekend loss to
Cal.
Cal's Golden Bears defeat
ed the Pacific Tigers in a close
game resulting in a score of 21 at the NorPac conference
opener Saturday on Brookside field. Cal improved their
season to an 5-2 overall
record (4-0 NorPac) after their
win.
The beginning of the game
looked hopeful for Pacific
when senior Kelly Miller (San
Jose, CA) gave her team an
early lead only twelve min
utes into the play. Juli
Fomenko, a freshman from
Campbell, California helped
with the assist.
Things for the Tigers
turned sour in the second half
of the game, when Cal scored
two shots against Pacific. The
second and game winning
score for the Golden Bears
came with only nine minutes
remaining on the clock.
Family members, friends
and other curious onlookers
showed up to cheer on the Pa
cific team on Saturday. Mem
bers of the Alpha Kappa
Lambda fraternity even
brought out couches onto the
field for more comfortable
seating. Other spectators laid

T»l„

Pacific's men's water polo
team had a busy weekend in
the Bay Area with a game on
September 11 against Stan
ford, and another match on
September 12 against Santa
Cruz.
Pacific lost to the secondranked Stanford team by a
score of 9 to 1. The first peri
od of the game was scoreless
lor both, teams. Pacific's
Patrick Donlin scored one
goal in the second period to
improve the score to 1-0.
Donlin's shot proved to be
the only score for the Tigers
throughout the rest of the
game.
Sunday's game against
Santa Cruz turned out to be
more of a positivee*pertinee;
for Pacific. The Pacific Tigers
beat UC Santa Cruz by a sol
id score of 16 to 2. They dominated the entire game, with
four goals in the first period
and a non-stop barrage of
scoring after that. Freshman

\

CHJNtSt CUISINE

466-4108
To Go or Dine In

party trays

available

Mon-Sat 11:00 am-9:00 pm
3202 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, CA 95204
one Hook south of Alpine Ave.

Gavriil Cherno^
Sergey Bushue^ajte
the Pacific teamioi,
with four goeils apie,
ward Wisriie^ski,
freshman, adde I t\V!
to the final score - Play
drewTri, Chris Tunc
lin, Chris Nowo Kr
gensen, and BrettEhk
contributed, a goal
sweep.
This win
levele
team's overall season
to one win and one I;
results from the? Tiger:
season opening game
non-conference op
Santa Clara (Sep tern
please visit the Pu
web site at ww w.thf
can.com.
Pacific will travel
Angeles Septem t»er II
SoCal Tournament
will run through* Sun
cific will r e t u r n t o K
Pool Saturday Sepie:
to face the
LJC
Anteaters in conteic;
at 12 p.m.

I TEAM LEG1

iatsl.4 A)

T-SHIRTS, HATS, JAC Id
FENS,KETCHiUN5,«
•

BRING IN THIS
REC3EVE 3%
BEST PRICES I

JOIN US AT OUT. NEW 1
•to? EFREHONX ST:
4W-24F4 PAX4S?
•Model open daily
'Unique t,2& 3
bedrooms

EX-LARGE
$9.99 1 TOPPING

"Park - like setting
•Fireplaces

1852 Country Club Blvd.
465-4877
405 E. Charter Way 943-2551
2532 E. Main Street 465-5464

"Pool/Spa

t,

Best
BestL

Grouse Run Apartmi

4738 Grouse Run Drive •

• 2Ci

Correction
In the 9/9 issue of Hie Pacifican, Elsa Stegemanr
was misspelled due to an incorrect source. We negro
ror and any inconvience it may have caused.

Leadership Institute
Saturday, September 25
1 Day Workshop
on
Welcoming Diversity
Goals:

• Conflict Management
• Effective Ways To
Work Together
• Seeing Beyond The
Stereotypes
• Effective Ways To
Confront Prejudice

_ „
1' ree Registration

• Train Leaders To
Continue This Process

$5.00 Lunch - Free with Meal Plan
Time: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
The Division of Student Life and student organizations.
LINC, ESBSA, and ASUOP, are sponsoring the conference.

Register Now At The McCaffrey Center Lohhv

<
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THE F^Cli

Number 1 Stegemann leads team to victo
named All-American by Vol
leyball Monthly her senior
year.
So how does one begin a
She chose to attend Pacific
volleyball career that will because she "loved the pro
eventually go down as one of gram, the girls who played it,
the greatest careers in both and loved John (Dunning, the
Pacific and college volleyball coach)."
history? In Elsa Stegemann's
"Elsa loved the school and
case you need to be very ag committed very early. I wish
gravating.
all our recruits were that
"My dad was a pro surfer easy," says coach Dunning.
and so when he was surfing
Stegemann was immedi
he would leave me alone on ately inserted into the lineup
the beach to entertain my as a freshman and finished
self," says Stegemann. "So I her rookie year by being
would walk up to the guys named to the All-Big West
playing beach volleyball and Conference freshman team.
say 'can I play, can I play' un
Her other accolades in
til they let me join them, or at clude 1996 and 1998 AVCA
least bump with them for a All District VII and All-Big
while. I was very annoying." West Conference first team.
These days it takes a lot less Stegemann is the only player
for Stegemann to get on a vol in Big West history to be
leyball court.
named player of the week
As a returning AVCA Ail- three consecutive weeks, as
American outside hitter, she was in 1998.
Stegemann is Pacific's most
She might be best known,
decorated returning senior.
however, for the fact that she
Born in Santa Cruz in April can bench press 200 pounds
of 1977, Stegemann picked and leg press 930 pounds,
up indoor volleyball in the both female school records.
seventh grade and her love of
Looking back on the past
the game has carried through four years, Coach Dunning
her college years.
says that Stegemann has left
At Harbor High she was her mark on the program in
named All-State as a junior three main ways.
and topped that by being
"First, she is very dedicatBENJAMIN STARR

Staff Writer

The Sideline Archives

Elsa
Stegemann
Outside Hitter
5'10"

Senior

Santa Cruz, CA
AVCA National
Player of the
week (9/6/99)
ed to UOP volleyball. Sec
ond, she is a team player and
plays with great passion. And
thirdly she is extremely inspi
rational after her return from
her injury."
The injury Coach Dunning
speaks of is Stegemann's tear
of the anterior cruciate liga
ment in her left knee that
forced her to miss all but three
matches of her junior year.
Returning from that injury
was one of her and the team's
main goals.
Stegemann doesn't see any
difference between her per
sonal goals and that of the

Sideline

Continued from page 24
ponent of Pacific's success
and always good comic relief
for the reporters along the
press table when we're not
dodging volleyballs.

Boasting a record of 4 wins and 1 loss, the 1949
Pacific mens golf team look impresive

Little Miss Moffitt
Rookie soccer player,
Becky Moffit is a certifiable
powerhouse. At only 5'2" the
freshman midfielder has al
ready posted two goals in the
course of Pacific's early 3-2
season. Watch out Long
Beach and Utah State, this is
one Tiger who is not going to
sit on her tuffet in this week
end's tournament.
Moose is Missed
I recently discovered that
former pitcher Darin Moore
has left Pacific to play for the
Oakland A's farm team The
team drafted him in the up
per rounds during the sum-

Elsa Stegemann soars above the competition
sam.
"I don't worry about any
ndividual
accomplishaents," says Stegemann. "I
^ant to win the title and so
ioes the team, and I am wili
ng to do whatever it takes to
ccomplish that team goal."
Volleyball has given Elsa
•tegemann much more than
jst awards and recognition.
"Volleyball is just a sport,
mer. Moore, known as
"Moose" to his followers,
was one of the finest student
athletes I ever met. Moose
combined dedication, mod
esty and skill to dominate the
mound like few others have. I
wish he had stayed through
his senior year as a part of the
Tigers' baseball program so I
could have seen more of his
action on the mound, but ap
parently the offer was too
good to pass up. I wish him
all the best in his new home.
Pigskin Prospective
Pacific alumn and former
football player Bob Long put
it best when he said "The
school is really missing out
on a lot of things without a
football program. Those were
great years at Pacific, neat
years. So much school spirit
revolves around a football
program. " Mr. Long I share
your sentiments exactly.

and I could have goni
played that anywhere, b
friendships I have m ad
the multitudes of peoj!
I love and care a b o u t
have met through tR i:
are the real gifts t h a t v
ball has given to me."
Catch Stegemann irr
September 18th in an
tion alumni match at
the Spanos Center.

Victory Lap

Following the w<
volleyball alumni
Saturday Applebee's
host a post-game part
9:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.rr
"Pacific Live" event v\
ture a live remote broa
on KJAX (1280), tear
views and numeroi
aways and contests. The
part of the event is that
ic students receive a 1
cent discount on all the:
ebratory grub wher
present their ID cards
see you there.

Golf Ettiquite
My sincerest thanks
Pacific men's golf
accomidating me
busy practice schedul
a lovely time meeting <
members on the coy
Watch out though, next I
will bring my wood d I
and school you.
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*n afternoon with Pacific's swing kids
Emily Davidson walks nine holes on Elkhorn golf course with the Tiger golf team

>acific Coif's
Travel Team
lorian Bruhns
Brian Dillon
Jason Preeo
Jason Higton
roy McKinley

Clubhouse The men's golf
team is practicing at Elkhorn
Golf Course on Friday before
sending five players to Corvalis, Oregon to play in the
Northwest Intercollegiate.
The program has gone to the
NCAA tournament every
year but three since 1980 so
the future looks bright. The
roster is full with 4 seniors,
Brian Dillon, Wes Widmer, Ja
son Preeo and Floridan
Bruhns; which should aid
their success.
Hole 1 I catch up with
coach Ted Ballmer and the
two freshmen Ben Scribner
and Troy McKinley teeing off.
The rest of the team has al
ready started playing ahead
of them. Ballmer has been the
golf coach for the Tigers for
the last 4 seasons after a ca
reer as a club pro and PGA
member. Greater than his love
for golf is his love for the
team.
"This is my first class that is
going to be graduating that I
have watched for all four
years," said Baun. "It's like
you cultivate them and nur
ture them and watch them go
out and do great things."
Hole 2 Running ahead to
the second hole, I meet up
with Widmer, Bruhns, Preeo
and Jordan Scott putting on
the green. Bruhns is a senior
at Pacific and a native of
Ehlershausen, Germany. In
the U.S. Intercollegiate last
May, Bruhns led the Tigers
with a three round score of
224 (11-over par).
"My family had the restau
rant at the golf course," said
Bruhns. "I got started very
young."
Hole 3 Scott is a rookie on
the team after playing to ex
cellent results in high school
He now rooms with his team
mate Troy in Grace Covell.
As the only freshman in the
foursome Scott is teased for

misplacing his ball as
the team works
down the fairway.
"They get on me a
little bit, it makes it more
fun," said Scott. "Jason's the
worst, he makes fun of me
constantly. But Wes he's my
buddy, eh?"
Hole 4 The fairway of the
fourth hole is tricky with a
dogleg to the right and a wa
ter hazard. While Scott hunts
for his ball in the vineyard, I
talk with Preeo who is dip
ping his towel in the pond.
"My favorite shot in three
years was when Floh and I
were sophomores in the play
off to win the tournament,"
said Preeo. "He was in the
very back, in the fringe, with
the pin down in the front tier.
He hit the put, it went all over
the place, down the tier and
in."
Hole 5 Preeo is a native of
Stockton (Tokay High School)
and a three-letter senior for
Pacific. The business major
will graduate from UOP in
the spring.
"I guess I just think I am
ready to go on," said Preeo." I
have been here, I have done
this stuff for three years in a
row. I know what to expect in
tournaments, I know the
courses."
Hole 6 The sixth fairway
runs parallel with train tracks,
Bruhns is hunting the grass
knoll for his ball. Bruhns is
known as "Floh" which
means flea in German.
Before coming to Pacific to
study graphic design, Bruhns
studied law in Germany.
"I love it here," said Bruhn.
"I am in California, playing
golf, how good is this?"
Hole 7 As we walk down
the fairway Preeo and Wid
mer laugh about their fresh
man year. Both players aided
the team as a freshman when
the Tigers won the Big West

Con
ference Cham
pionship.
Widmer is originally from
Fort Macleod, Alberta and re
ceives a healthy dose of teas
ing for his Canadian accent
from Scott.
"It's not too bad, I think I
am used to it now," said Wid
mer. "I put up with it."
HoleS
Finally I catch up with Bri
an Dillon, Matt Hansen, Jason
Higton and Justin Willett on
the green of the 8th hole. Dil
lon, who goes by "Dil-z", is a
graduate student returning to
Pacific to get his MBA.
"I am the 'Rudy' of this
team, " said Dillon. "Last
year, the very last tourna
ment of the year was my
first tournament in four
years."
Dillon, Preeo and
Bruhns are the three se
niors who make up the
traveling team for the
Tigers along with Higton
and McKinley.
"I could definitely
sport knickers," said Dil
lon."
Hole 9 As the team
puts in their final shots
and heads to the club
house for a water
break before finishing
the course I ask, the
most
important
question of the day.
"Caddyshack" or
"Happy
Gilmore"?
"'Cad
dyshack' is
classic," said
Dillon.
"it's a lit
tle more re
alistic, but on the
other hand there is no Bob
Barker."

M e n ' s

9/20/99
Pacific Invitational
Stockton, CA

10/11/99
Wolf Pack Classic
Reno, NV

10/15/99
Fresno Lexus Classic
Fresno, CA

11/8/99
Pacific Intercollegiate
Copperopolis, CA
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Tigers sweep Pacific Nike Invitation
the weekend were the
Huskies of Washington, who
needed the entire match to
The women's volleyball amass just 17 points (with 15
team concluded the pre-sea- being needed just to win a sin
son tournament circuit with a gle game) in falling to Pacific
sweep of their very own Pa 15-4,15-8,15-5. It seemed as
cific Nike Invitational. Each of if the Tigers could do no
the Tigers' three victims fell in wrong. Misplayed hits, errant
straight games, extending Pa passes, and awkward blocks
cific's string of consecutive were all recovered and often
games won to 19, covering six still converted into Pacific
matches and the last game of points. Seniors Elsa Stegethe victory over Florida on mann and Tracy Chambers
August 28.
led the Tigers with eight kills
The Tiger's success im apiece as Pacific outhit the
proved their pre-season Huskies .395-.043.
record to 8-0 overall and re
Next to face the Pacific fir
sulted in the program to pre ing squad were the Redhawks
serving its No. 1 ranking in of Miami (Ohio). The Tigers
the USA TODAY / AVCA poll dismantled Miami much as
for the second week. In the they did Washington, holding
history of the AVCA Division them to 17 points (15-5,15-10,
I poll, Pacific is tied for first 15-2), and an anemic .063 hit
in the number of weeks ting percentage. For the Tigers
ranked (222) and ranks fifth in it was Chambers and Stegeweeks ranked in the top-10 mann again who dropped the
(172). The Tigers are also tied hammer on Miami with 14
for sixth place in weeks and nine kills, respectively.
ranked No. 1 (15).
Saturday's victory over St.
The Tigers' first victim of Mary's completed the hat
JOSH MONTERO

Senior Staff Writer

EMILY DAVIDSON

Sports Editor

Play Ball
Women's Volleyball season
can officially start now that I
have been hit in the head. The
incident occurred Friday
night during the Tigers'
match against Miami, when
an errant ball escaped the Pa
cific players while they prac
ticed between games. Flying
at my face with the speed ex
pected from the No. 1 team in
the nation, the hit caused
quite a shock, not to mention
a nice little black eye, when
it ricocheted off my cheek. I
was not the only person
wounded by these lasers dur
ing Pacific Nike Invitational,
though. The next night there
were some harsh blows de
livered to a handful of the
Saint Mary's players. Maybe
they were just using me as
target practice.
Long Live Heckling
The second sign that the
women's volleyball season
has officially started was the
appearance of Testosterone
Row along the sideline of the
Spanos Center during the
weekend's
tournament.
Testosterone Row is a living
testament to the skillful art of
heckling. With rosters in
hand these spirited Tiger fans
attack the opposition with
clever insults and general
mayhem. Mostly athletes
themselves, Testosterone
Row is an enthusiastic comSee Siedeline, page 23

Danielle Shinn rise to the challenge against Washii
trick, giving Pacific champi previous two oppon
onships in all three of the too were easily dis:
tournaments in which they 15-4, 15-11, 15-5. 7
li
have competed this season. protected the floor
Though the Gaels were able to cret Service, with Ag
put up more of a fight than the
See Volleybe

Women's Soccer

Home field aids Pacific season recor

DANNY NUSS

Staff writer

Pacific's
dominating
teamwork earned them two
big wins at Knoles Field last
weekend. With the wins,
UOP quickly improved to a
respectable 3-2-0 record.
The Tigers opened the
weekend Friday afternoon
against Yale who was play
ing its season opener. The
lady kickers fought the Bull
dogs in what became an allout dogfight. The game was
a deffensive match until
Jamee Lucchesi connected
off a brilliant pass from se
nior Shelly Cena.
Lucchesi's second goal of
the season was all Pacific
needed to beat Yale who

Shelly Cena battles it out for Pacific on the field
failed to score on senior
goalkeeper Kim McCaskey.
Yale nearly scored during
the 77th minute of the game,
but a spectacular diving
save by McCaskey prevent

ed any such thing.
The Tigers held on to de
feat Yale 1-0 and received its
first shutout of the season.
This was a big win for Pacif
ic and it shows that they are

only getting better.
"We are plavi
unit," says
M
"We're young an
great time to build
On Sunday after
Tigers carried this
turn on the fiel
Sacramento State (1
three minutes rem;
the first half, Broo
tera's pass to junior
Brumer resulted in
first goal of the sea^
ing Pacific an earh
During the secor
the game, the Tigerued excellent pi
quickly increased th
Freshman Kendra A
the ball to Kente
powered her first go
See Soccer

